PHILLIPS Heavy-Duty Trailers

You say: no fancy bells and whistles!
Then PHILLIPS has the trailer for you.

Heavy-Duty Industrial Trailer
Capacity 40,000 Pounds

This single-end, fifth-wheel steer unit with smooth steel-deck could be just what you're looking for. With no frills, just rugged in design and construction.

PHILLIPS has built reliable trailers for nearly 100 years. In all types of extreme conditions, these strong and sturdy trailers keep working.

If you need a reliable heavy-duty trailer for an affordable price then you found it.

Phillips is very proud to be a true American company.

We have a dedicated and a highly skilled work force that takes pride in designing and manufacturing material handling products.

We are proud to claim that our products are made in the USA.

We believe that by using products and services in America we help to insure our countries prosperity... and that keeps America strong!

Remember, PHILLIPS can build your trailer from our long list of models, or if you have special requirements, we can build to your specifications. From high-tech, remote control units to just plain, hard working units - PHILLIPS is the solution.

PHILLIPS builds them all!
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PHILLIPS Heavy-Duty Trailers

From shipyards to steel mills, PHILLIPS Heavy-Duty Industrial Trailers can carry any load.

Heavy-Duty Industrial Trailer

This Double-End-Steer Unit can be pulled from either end. This industrial trailer is equipped with stabilizers, load hold-downs, all-wheel parking brakes and locking fifth wheels. It offers high capacity, low height and is built for rough usage.

We engineer and construct our units to perfectly fit your particular application needs, and we address all factors including: deck type, capacity, terrain, obstacles, safety, and floor load.

MORE TIME AND MONEY SAVING TRAILERS ON REVERSE SIDE OF THIS SHEET
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